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as Omdal tuned them to each other. I felt like a god. A bank,
swing, and steep lift, and I found myself looking over the wall of
the fjord into the North—looking over a fleecy sea of fog.
XI   THE JAWS OF THE ARCTIC
F
OR two hours we flew above the fog—two gnats in a void
of sky and nether mist Below each ship, of! toward the east,
travelled a double halo—two perfect wraith-like circles of
rainbow with reversed colours—and in the very centre of them the
sharp shadow of the plane leaped along the eddies and billows of
the fog-roof. It was unreal, mystic, fraught with prophecy. Some-
thing ahead was hidden, and we were going to find it. Time and
distance seemed to count for nothing. The steady clamour of the
engines became second nature in one's ears and dropped from acute
consciousness.
Now and then I saw down through holes in the fog to the sullen
water of the Arctic Ocean, foaming under a north-east breeze. We
huddled down behind our shields, for the wind cut like a knife.
The sun swung northward on its arc, the eyes of our compass peri-
scopes faithfully following. From time to time I made such sextant
observations as I imperfectly could in the unsteady plane. The
eighty-second parallel of latitude lay behind us; we were approach-
ing the eighty-third.
Our two ships stayed close together, usually abreast. We had no?
radio communication with each other, since my plane, the N 24,
carried no set. The apparatus had failed to arrive in time at Kings
Bay, and we had agreed not to wait for belated equipment. But
now and then a hand lifted in one ship to wave encouragement to
the other. The engines on both planes ran sweetly, without a falter.
One warmed with confidence in these powerful flying machines
and in the skilful men at their controls.
Then all at once I was aware of a change going on below. The
ocean's garment of fog was wearing thin and tattered Through

